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DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAC, CKLAHOMA CITY (89- -41) -p- 

ASSASSINATICK_ OF PRESIDENT | 
JOHN FITZGERALD KENKEDY 

_ 11/22/63 
DALLAS, TEXAS 

MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING 
00: Dallas 

Enclosed for the Bureau and Dallas are one each 
of the following: 

1. Newspaper clippings dated 3/12/64, from the 
“Oklahoma City Times," a daily newspaper 
published in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, captioned 
“Sooner Digs into Kennedy Mystery." , 
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_ 2. Bureau routing slip to k1ahonaCity dated Te 
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p - 3. Legal Attache, Bonn, letter to Director, 
a ¥ .@ } dated 9/12/62, captioned "SHIRLFY MN, ak 
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BF SHIRLEY MARTIN, “the Subject. “of inquiry ‘inthe’ ffeacen | 

Internal Security - East Germany investigation is possibly - a 

identical to Mrs. MARK MARTIN, the Subject of the ee 
newspaper article enclosed. ; 

, cE, It is noted that Hominy, Oklahoma, is a small . 
2 ‘community’ ‘and. Mrs «* MARK .MARTIN, (Subject: Of; the newspaper 

sarticle, jis. commonly. regarded geaSzia. ‘bus yPody, Se eh 
or, 
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wg The ‘Oklahoma city’ ‘OFfice ‘is ‘caking no ‘further: 
action in this matter. 

  
 


